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Abstract

The LiNi0.5Mn1.5O4||Li4Ti5O12(LMNO||LTO) battery possesses a relatively-high energy density and
cycle performance, with further enhancement possible by application of an AlF3coating on the LTO electrode
particles. We measure the performance enhancement to the LMNO||LTO battery achieved by a AlF3coating
on the LTO particles through electrochemical testing and use in-operando neutron powder diffraction to
study the changes to the evolution of the bulk crystal structure during battery cycling. We find that the
AlF3coating along with parasitic Al doping slightly increases capacity and greatly increases rate capability of
the LTO electrode, as well as significantly reducing capacity loss on cycling, facilitating a gradual increase in
capacity during the first 50 cycles. Neutron powder diffraction reveals a structural response of the LTO and
LNMO electrodes consistent with a greater availability of lithium in the battery containing AlF3-coated LTO.
Further, the coating increases the rate of structural response of the LNMO electrode during charge, suggesting
faster delithiation, and enhanced Li diffusion. This work demonstrates the importance of studying such
battery performance effects within full configuration batteries.
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The LiNi0.5 Mn1.5 O4 ||Li4 Ti5 O12 (LMNO||LTO) battery possesses a relatively-high energy
density and cycle performance, with further enhancement possible by application of an
AlF3 coating on the LTO electrode particles. We measure the performance enhancement
to the LMNO||LTO battery achieved by a AlF3 coating on the LTO particles through
electrochemical testing and use in-operando neutron powder diffraction to study the
changes to the evolution of the bulk crystal structure during battery cycling. We find
that the AlF3 coating along with parasitic Al doping slightly increases capacity and
greatly increases rate capability of the LTO electrode, as well as significantly reducing
capacity loss on cycling, facilitating a gradual increase in capacity during the first
50 cycles. Neutron powder diffraction reveals a structural response of the LTO and
LNMO electrodes consistent with a greater availability of lithium in the battery containing
AlF3 -coated LTO. Further, the coating increases the rate of structural response of the
LNMO electrode during charge, suggesting faster delithiation, and enhanced Li diffusion.
This work demonstrates the importance of studying such battery performance effects
within full configuration batteries.
Keywords: lithium ion battery, in-operando, neutron powder diffraction, real-time analysis, electrochemistry,
protective coating, AlF3

INTRODUCTION
Lithium ion batteries (LIBs) are the main choice of power source for portable electronic devices,
including emerging electric vehicle (EV) and hybrid electric vehicle (HEV) technologies, as a result
of their low cost, high energy/power density, and relatively long cycle life (Wang and Cao, 2008;
Choi and Aurbach, 2016; Li et al., 2017a,b). The first commercial LIBs used lithium cobalt oxide
(LiCoO2 ) as the positive electrode and graphite as the negative electrode, however, the low energy
density of this battery is insufficient to satisfy the demands of developing technology (Su et al., 2014;
Li et al., 2017b), stimulating the exploration of novel electrode materials with higher energy/power
capabilities than the existing state-of-the-art.
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The performance limitation in existing LIB technology is the
positive electrode, with new materials possessing both higher
capacity and average working voltage required to further improve
battery energy densities (Fergus, 2010; Liu et al., 2016). In recent
years, layered positive electrode materials related to LiCoO2 ,
such as LiNi1/3 Mn1/3 Co1/3 O2 (NMC) and LiNi0.8 Co0.15 Al0.05 O2
(NCA), have been extensively studied and are now used
commercially as a result of their relatively-high capacity (Li
et al., 2018). However, these materials possess a relatively-low
working potential (∼3.7 V vs. Li/Li+ ) and suffer from severe
voltage decay, limiting their application (Gu et al., 2012; Zheng
et al., 2013). Other positive electrode materials with high voltage
such as LiMn2 O4 (4.0 V vs. Li/Li+ ) (Kim et al., 2008; Xia et al.,
2016), LiNi0.5 Mn1.5 O4 (LNMO) (∼4.7 V vs. Li/Li+ ) (Liu et al.,
2016; Ma et al., 2016; Pang et al., 2016), and LiCoAsO4 (4.6 V vs.
Li/Li+ ) (Arroyo-de Dompablo and Amador, 2006; Satya Kishore
and Varadaraju, 2006), have also been studied with the aim of
improving LIB performance. The LNMO material is arguably
the most promising positive electrode material for the nextgeneration of high-energy-density LIBs, due to its high working
voltage, low fabrication cost, relative environmental friendliness,
and reasonable cycle stability (Liu et al., 2016; Pang et al., 2016).
Moreover, LNMO possesses a practical capacity of more than 140
mAh g−1 and an average working voltage of 4.7 V (vs. Li/Li+ ),
resulting in an exceptionally high energy density, reaching as high
as 650 Wh kg−1 , beyond that of most other LIB positive electrode
materials such as LiFePO4 at ∼560 Wh kg−1 , LiMn2 O4 at ∼480
Wh kg−1 , and LiMn1/3 Ni1/3 Co1/3 O2 at ∼510 Wh kg−1 (Croy
et al., 2014; Pang et al., 2016).
LNMO crystalizes into a cubic structure which can have two
different atom arrangements, one being a phase with P43 32
space group and the other having Fd3m space group symmetry
(Ariyoshi et al., 2004; Kim et al., 2004; Santhanam and Rambabu,
2010; Feng et al., 2011; Pang et al., 2014b). Both these phases
exhibit similar electrochemical performance, with the Fd3m
phase being slightly more favorable due to faster Li ion diffusion
and high structural stability (Feng et al., 2011), where the
P43 32 space group phase suffers multiple cubic/cubic two-phase
reactions during cycling, resulting in phase segregation and grain
boundary movement, limiting the Li diffusion rate.
Positive electrode materials such as LNMO are commonly
paired with a carbonaceous negative electrode in a full LIB, but
this negative electrode suffers from lithium dendrite growth,
especially at high rate, and the formation of a thick solid
electrolyte interphase (SEI) at voltage <0.8 V vs. Li/Li+ , further
deteriorating rate performance and cycle life (Wang et al., 2001;
Zhang, 2006). Another negative electrode commonly paired with
LNMO is the so-called “zero-strain” Li4 Ti5 O12 (LTO) material,
with a plateau at 1.55 V vs. Li/Li+ and superb structural stability
and stable cycle performance (Pang et al., 2014b). Although
the working voltage of a LIB containing LTO is reduced a
little relative to the carbonaceous negative electrode, the issues
associated with lithium dendrite and SEI formation can be
effectively avoided, enabling superior cycle life.
Consequently, full LIBs containing LTO counter electrodes
have been intensively studied, with the LiMn2 O4 ||Li4 Ti5 O12
full-cell noted to have good safety and electrochemical
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performance (Belharouak et al., 2007; Wang et al., 2014).
However, a major drawback of the LiMn2 O4 ||Li4 Ti5 O12 system
is its relatively low working voltage of ∼2.5 V, limiting its highenergy application. Alternative LNMO||LTO systems with higher
working voltages have been investigated, aiming for a working
voltage of ∼3.2 V (Ariyoshi and Ohzuku, 2007; Xiang et al., 2008;
Wu et al., 2009; Li et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2013). Ariyoshi and
Ohzuku (2007) first reported a 3 V LNMO||LTO system, expected
to be widely used in lead-free accumulators, EVs, and HEVs.
A further barrier to achieving high voltage LNMO||LTO is the
stability of organic-carbonate-based electrolytes, and Xiang et al.
enhanced the operational safety of this electrode combination by
using a non-flammable dimethyl methylphosphonate (DMMP)
based electrolyte (Xiang et al., 2007).
Nevertheless, even with these advancements, the performance
of the LNMO||LTO system remains limited by the cycle life of
the spinel positive electrode, where the material undergoes twophase behavior at higher voltages, and suffers from Jahn-Teller
distortion resulting in the dissolution of Mn into the electrolyte
(Xiao et al., 2013). To resolve these issues, electrode modifications
have been adopted, such as doping LNMO with the aim of
avoiding Jahn-Teller distortion and coating the active material
particle surface to minimize attack of the hydrofluoric acid
produced during electrolyte decomposition (Deng et al., 2014;
Kim et al., 2014, 2015). Compared with doping strategies, surface
coating is more popular due to its simplicity and high efficiency.
AlF3 is commonly used as protecting layer on electrode particles,
avoiding the direct exposure to the electrolyte (Wu et al., 2015)
and effectively mitigating against the hydrofluoric acid produced
by electrolyte decomposition at high voltage (Zheng et al., 2014;
Sun et al., 2015; Zhou et al., 2017), as well as against severe
gassing behavior of LTO known to occur during cycling (Li
et al., 2014). LNMO and Li[Li0.2 Ni0.17 Co0.07 Mn0.56 ]O2 coated
with AlF3 exhibit better electrochemical performance (Sun et al.,
2015; Wu et al., 2015). However, the majority of research into
the effect of AlF3 coatings on electrode particles focus on the
positive electrode, and work studying the modified LTO material
in a full-configuration battery is lacking.
In this work, we performed a comparative study to investigate
how an AlF3 coated LTO enhances the electrochemical
performance of a LNMO||LTO full-configuration battery using
high-resolution and in-operando neutron powder diffraction
(NPD). NPD has been widely employed to perform mechanistic
studies of active electrode materials in LIBs. The nuclear
scattering mechanism sometimes results in elemental contrast
that is difficult to achieve using X-ray diffraction, such as a
high sensitivity to lighter elements (i.e., Li and O) in the
presence of heavier elements and to transition metals with a
similar number of electrons. For example, the elements in a
LNMO||LTO battery, Li, Ni, Mn, O, and Ti, have coherent
neutron scattering lengths of −1.9, 10.3, −3.7, 5.8, and −3.4 fm,
respectively, making NPD one of the most powerful analytical
tools for this study (Pang et al., 2014b, 2017; Zhao et al.,
2017). Further, the high penetration depth and non-destructive
nature of neutrons, as well as advanced modern detectors and
instrumentation, enable the real-time monitoring of structural
changes of active electrode materials inside functioning LIBs
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AlF3 -coated LTO were also characterized using a combination
of laboratory XRPD carried out on a Shimadzu Corporation
6000 X-ray diffractometer equipped with a Cu source and
high-resolution NPD performed on the high-resolution neutron
powder diffractometer ECHIDNA (Liss et al., 2006) at the
Open Pool Australian Light water (OPAL) research reactor at
the Australian Nuclear Science and Technology Organization
(ANSTO). High-resolution NPD data were collected over the 2θ
angular range 4–164◦ with a step size of 0.125◦ with neutrons
of wavelength 1.6218(3) Å as determined using the La11 B6
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) standard
reference material 660b. Structural analysis was performed using
a joint refinement against both XRPD and NPD data using
the GSAS-II software (Toby and Von Dreele, 2013). Refined
parameters included the background coefficients, zero offset,
peak shape parameters. Refined phase parameters included the
lattice parameter, oxygen positional parameter, isotropic atomic
displacement parameters, and site occupancy factors.
Positive electrodes were prepared by mixing LNMO,
polyvinylidene difluoride (PVDF), and carbon black (super P) in
a weight ratio of 83:7:10 with N-methyl-2-pyrrolidinone (NMP).
After continuously stirring for 3 h the homogenous slurry was
coated onto aluminum foil and dried in vacuum at 120◦ C for
12 h. Negative electrodes were prepared by mixing LTO, PVDF,
and super P in a weight ratio of 80:10:10 in NMP, which was
stirred, and then coated onto copper foil, and then dried using
that same procedure as for the positive electrode preparation.
The electrochemical performance of the LNMO, LTO, and
AlF3 -LTO as working electrodes in half-configuration coin
cells was tested. Half cells were assembled using Li foil as
counter electrode and Celgard R 2400 polypropylene membrane
as separator. The electrolyte used was 1M LiPF6 in ethylene
carbonate (EC) and dimethyl carbonate (DMC) in a 1:1 ratio by
volume. The cell was assembled in an Ar-filled glove box (O2 < 1
ppm, H2 O < 1 ppm) and prepared cells galvanostatically tested
using a LAND multichannel battery testing system (CT2001A).
18650-standard full-configuration 900–1000 mAh batteries
were assembled at the Industrial Technology Research Institute
(ITRI) in Taiwan. The performance of the LNMO||LTO systems
were evaluated in these batteries between 0.5 and 3.3 V (vs.
LTO) using a Maccor series 4000 (USA). These 18650-standard
full-configuration batteries were also used in in-operando NPD
experiments with WOMBAT (Studer et al., 2006), the highintensity neutron powder diffractometer at ANSTO (a schematic
is shown in Figure S1). Data were collected every minute over
a 2θ angular range 20-136.9◦ using neutrons of 2.4123(2) Å, as
determined using the La11 B6 NIST standard reference material
660b, during cycling within 2.0–3.4 V at a current of 0.09 A
(equivalent to ∼0.1 C). Single-peak fitting of LTO and LNMO
reflections was performed using the Large Array Manipulation
Program (Richard et al., 1996).

(Pang et al., 2014a,b, 2016, 2017). Using NPD, the Li content and
location within the LNMO and LTO electrodes can be measured,
yielding information that is crucially important to understand
the functional mechanism of the LNMO||LTO battery. For
example, Zhao et al. (2017) explored the relationship between
the Li+ /Ni2+ ion exchange rate and electrochemical performance
of the LiNix Mny Co1−x−y O2 positive electrode, and our previous
work (Pang et al., 2014b, 2017) revealed the structural evolution
in detail of LNMO and Li diffusion path within the LTO electrode
in a LNMO||LTO full battery using in-operando NPD. We note
the capability of NPD to examine in detail 18650-standard
full-configuration batteries, making the approach of industrial
relevance in the analysis of the real-time phase transformation
and structural change inside commercial batteries.
Our present NPD study of the AlF3 coated LTO within a
LNMO||LTO full-configuration battery reveals that the AlF3
coated LTO enhances cycle stability of the battery as well
as inducing faster structural response of the LNMO counter
electrode during its solid solution behavior during charge.

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
LNMO powders were prepared by a co-precipitation method.
NiSO4 ·6H2 O (98%, Sigma Aldrich) and MnSO4 ·H2 O (98%,
Sigma Aldrich) (1:3 mole ratio) were added into distilled water
and stirred to obtain a homogenous aqueous solution. The
solution was pumped into a reactor at 50◦ C and the pH
was kept at 10.5 by adding NH4 OH aqueous solution (28%,
Sigma Aldrich) to obtain the homogenous Ni0.25 Mn0.75 (OH)2
precursors. These precursors were then thoroughly mixed with
lithium carbonate (Li2 CO3 ) powders (99%, Sigma Aldrich) and
calcined at 750◦ C for 12 h to obtain LNMO powders.
To synthesize LTO, a sol-gel method was used. Lithium
acetate (98%, Sigma Aldrich) and tetrabutyltitanate (98%, Sigma
Aldrich) (4:5 mole ratio) were mixed with citric acid (99%, Sigma
Aldrich) in ethanol (99.5%, Sigma Aldrich). A homogenous white
gel was formed after aging the mixed solution for 3 h. The white
gel was then heated at 80◦ C to obtain an organic precursor and
the precursor was further calcined at 800◦ C for 3 h to yield fine
LTO powders.
To prepare AlF3 -modified LTO, ammonium fluoride (99%,
Aldrich) and aluminum nitrate nonahydrate (99%, Aldrich) were
dissolved in distilled water. LTO powders were immersed into the
aluminum nitrate solution and the ammonium fluoride solution
was slowly added to achieve a ratio of Al:F of 1:3 where the
amount of AlF3 in the solution corresponded to 10 wt% of
LTO. The solution containing the LTO powders was constantly
stirred at 80◦ C for 5 h and then filtered using distilled water.
Subsequently, the obtained LTO powders were heated at 400◦ C
for 3 h under flowing nitrogen to avoid the formation of Al2 O3 .
The morphology of LNMO, LTO, and AlF3 -coated LTO
were investigated by scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
using a JEOL JSM7500 and transmission electron microscopy
(TEM) using a 200 kV JEOL 2011. Elemental mapping using
energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) was performed using
a JEOL ARM-200F aberration-corrected transmission electron
microscope. The phase and composition of the LNMO, LTO, and
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The morphology and particle size of LTO and AlF3 -coated LTO
as characterized using SEM and TEM are shown in Figures 1a,c
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FIGURE 1 | SEM micrographs of (a) LTO and (c) AlF3 -coated LTO; TEM micrographs of (b) LTO with inset showing a magnification of the area outlined in yellow with
fringes across the (111), and (d) AlF3 -coated LTO with inset showing a whole particle at lower magnification.

and Figures S2a,b, revealing that the secondary particles of
both LTO and AlF3 -coated LTO are highly porous microspheres
with a diameter of 3–10 µm and composed of primary particles
of ∼50 nm in diameter. These morphology features promote
electrolyte permeation. Figure 1b reveals crystalline pristine
LTO where the observed (111) lattice (inset) has a spacing of
approximately ∼0.48 nm, as consistent with the LTO structure
(Cao et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2015). Figure 1d shows a uniform
coating on the LTO particle, of thickness 100∼200 nm. Results
of elemental mapping using EDS are shown in Figure S3, clearly
revealing a uniform distribution of Al and F around a particle
with a central core of Ti and O, confirming a uniform AlF3
coating. The morphology of the LNMO material is shown
in Figures S2c,d, where LNMO microspheres are 3-12 µm in
diameter and composed of bar-like primary particles ∼500 nm
in diameter and ∼2 µm in length.
Structural refinement results for LTO and AlF3 coated LTO, as
well as LNMO materials performed using both high-resolution
NPD and XRPD data are shown in Table 1 and Table S1,
respectively, and the corresponding Rietveld refinement profiles
in Figure 2 and Figure S3, respectively. The LTO and AlF3 coated
LTO phase are both found to be cubic with a Fd3m space group
(Pang et al., 2014b). The lattice parameter of the LTO is slightly
smaller in the coated material, possibly as a result of the doping of
∼3% Al into the LTO structure, as found in the crystallographic
analysis and in good agreement with previous work reporting the
partial substitution of Al at the 16c site in the LTO spinel (Xu
et al., 2013; Li et al., 2014). We identify the parasitic doping of
Al into the LTO structure in our crystallographic analysis, which
was not performed in previous studies of AlF3 -coated electrodes

Frontiers in Energy Research | www.frontiersin.org

(Sun et al., 2007; Tron et al., 2016), despite Al doping in LTO
being associated with improved cycling stability and better rate
capability (Xu et al., 2013). We note the possibility of the doping
of F onto the O site, however, the determination of this is very
difficult given the low contrast for these elements in both NPD
and XRPD data, as noted in a previous study (Pang et al., 2017).
Our analysis also revealed that both LTO samples contain
minor phases of Li2 O (space group Fm3m, Inorganic Crystal
Structure Database entry number 54368), Li2 O2 (space group
P63 /mmc, Inorganic Crystal Structure Database entry number
50658) and rutile-type TiO2 (space group P42 /mnm, Inorganic
Crystal Structure Database entry number 31324) in the phase
composition reported in Table 2. We note a larger fraction of
rutile in the AlF3 -coated LTO, further supporting the doping of
Al in the LTO. Although these minor phases result in a slight
reduction in capacity, we focus on the LTO behavior in the
following discussion.
The inherently lower resolution of the NPD data relative to
the XRPD data meant that the AlF3 was only detectable in the
XRPD data. The Rietveld refinement profile using XRPD data
of the AlF3 -coated LTO sample is shown in Figure S4, revealing
weight fractions of LTO:AlF3 to be 89(1):11(1) in good agreement
with the nominal composition used in the synthesis.
The LNMO sample is found to be composed of both P43 32
and Fd3m space group phases of amounts 22(2) and 78(2)%,
respectively (Table S1 and Figure S5). The lattice and atomic
parameters of both phases of LNMO are summarized in Table S1.
The charge-discharge curve of half cells containing LNMO
appear similar to that of those for cells containing only the
Fd3m space group LNMO phase (Figure S6), confirming that the
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TABLE 1 | Crystallographic details of LTO and AlF3 -coated LTO obtained from joint Rietveld analysis using XRPD and NPD data. Uiso is the isotropic atomic displacement
parameter.
Li4 Ti5 O12 Space Group = Fd 3 m
a = 8.3505(2)Å, Volume = 582.30(4) Å3
Atom

Site

x

y

z

Uiso (Å2 )

Site occupancy factor

Li

8a

0.375

0.375

0.375

0.015(1)

1

Li

16d

0

0

0

0.0100(3)a

0.167

Ti

16d

0

0

0

0.0100(3)a

0.833

32e

0.23754(4)b

0.23754(4)b

0.23754(4)b

0.0087(2)

1

Uiso (Å2 )

Site occupancy factor

O

AlF3 -coated Li4 Ti5 O12 Space Group = Fd3m
a = 8.3447(2)Å, Volume = 581.07(5) Å3
Atom

site

x

y

z

Li

8a

0.375

0.375

0.375

0.025(1)

1

Li

16d

0

0

0

0.0106(4)c

0.167

Ti

16d

0

0

0

0.0106(4)c

0.802(3)e

Al

16d

0

0

0

0.0106(4)c

0.031(3)e

O

32e

0.23752(4)d

0.23752(4)d

0.23752(4)d

0.0121(2)

1

a,b,c,d constrained

to be the same. e constrained to sum to 0.833.

FIGURE 2 | Rietveld refinement profiles for (A) NPD and (B) XRPD data of LTO, and (C) NPD and (D) XRPD data of AlF3 -coated LTO. The combined goodness-of-fit
(GOF) are 2.58 and 2.15, respectively, and Rwp is the weighted profile R-factor.

shows the cycling performance of both LTO at a current density
of 1 C (1 C = 175 mA g−1 ). The uncoated LTO delivers a similar
but slightly higher capacity performance (discharge capacity of
162 mAh g−1 and charge capacity of 149 mAh g−1 ) than the

majority of the sample is composed of LNMO with Fd3m space
group, which is considered in the following discussion.
The electrochemical performance of the pristine LTO and
AlF3 -coated LTO in half-cells are shown in Figure 3. Figure 3A
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plateaus. On the contrary, plateaus in 200th charge-discharge
curve for AlF3 -coated LTO are observed at 1.58 V and 1.51 V
during delithiation and lithiation process, respectively, indicating
enhanced structural stability and cycling performance.
Full battery test results using 18650-type LNMO||LTO
batteries are shown in Figure S7. At 0.1 C, the LNMO||AlF3 coated LTO battery delivered a charge capacity of 1097 mAh
and a discharge capacity of 944 mAh, constituting ∼86%
coulombic efficiency in the first cycle (Figure S7a). The firstcycle irreversible capacity was 153 mAh and the overlapped
discharge curves of the first and second cycle indicate a stable
cycling performance. Figure S7b shows the rate performance of
the full battery, where the rate-induced potential polarization
only increases slightly with increasing current density and
the curve retaining obvious plateaus during both charge and
discharge. These results reveal superior reaction kinetics of the
LNMO||AlF3 -coated LTO full battery relative to the battery
containing uncoated LTO. A comparison of the electrochemical
performance of the 18650-type full cells containing uncoated
and coated LTO is shown in Figures S7c,d, respectively. The
battery containing the coated LTO has a slightly lower capacity,
commensurate with the reduced amount of active LTO, and
greatly enhanced cycle performance. Further, unlike the uncoated
LTO battery, a gradual increasing capacity during cycling at 1 C
was observed in the battery with the coated LTO during the first
50 cycles (Figures S7c,d).
To elucidate the mechanism for the enhanced performance
of the LNMO||LTO battery achieved by the AlF3 coating of the
LTO, we employed in-operando NPD to investigate the phase and
structure evolution of the electrodes in 18650 batteries containing
LNMO and either coated or uncoated LTO. Full-angular-range
contour plots of in-operando NPD data in different cycles of the
LNMO||LTO batteries and LNMO||AlF3 -coated LTO batteries
are shown in Figure S8. To show the structural response of
the electrodes in more detail, Figure 4 shows contour plots of
the NPD data for both batteries in a selected 2θ range. The
18650-type batteries contain conventional organic hydrogenated
electrolyte and Celgard R 2400 separator, both of which are
rich in hydrogen and lead to a significant background in the
NPD data. Nevertheless, the evolution of the LTO 222 and
LNMO 222 reflections during cycling are clearly observed. As
LTO is a “zero strain” lithium insertion electrode, the LTO 222
reflection position change during battery cycling is expected to
be small. Despite this, the minor lattice change (peak shift) can
be clearly observed. We employ single peak fitting of this LTO
222 reflection to understand further the structural evolution
of the LTO phase, with the results shown in Figures 5, 6
for the LNMO||LTO and LNMO||AlF3 -coated LTO batteries,
respectively.
The positional shift of the LTO 222 reflection during the 1st
and 2nd cycle is shown in Figure 5A, and for the 51st cycle
in Figure 5B. The positional shift is similar for the first and
second cycle, where during lithiation, the LTO 222 reflection
shifts to lower 2θ , then to the higher 2θ , indicating the LTO
lattice first expands and then contracts. As the end of lithiation
is approached, the LTO 222 reflection shows a minor shift to
lower 2θ before its final maximum is reached at the charged

TABLE 2 | Phase composition of LTO and AlF3 -coated LTO samples (AlF3
excluded).
Weight fraction (%)
LTO

Li2 O

Li2 O2

TiO2 (rutile)

LTO

94.66(5)

4.0(1)

0.44(4)

0.9(1)

AlF3 -coated LTO

93.10(5)

3.6(2)

0.40(4)

2.9(2)

AlF3 -coated LTO, which has a capacity of 157 mAh g−1 and
a charge capacity of 142 mAh g−1 . The slightly lower charge
capacity of the coated LTO is attributed to the addition of the
AlF3 [11(1) wt.%], which makes no contribution to lithium
storage. When the LTO component only is considered, the charge
capacity of AlF3 -coated LTO is 159 mAh g−1 , ∼85 and 91% of
the theoretical charge capacity in the uncoated and coated LTO,
respectively.
In terms of cycling performance, the AlF3 -coated LTO retains
∼93% of capacity after 265 cycles compared with ∼81% by the
uncoated LTO. The average capacity decay per cycle of LTO and
AlF3 -coated LTO is ∼0.070 and ∼0.025%, respectively, with the
nearly 300% improvement in the cycling stability of the coated
sample attributed to protection against hydrofluoric acid attack.
Whilst the underlying mechanism for the known issue of gassing
of LTO is yet to fully understood, it is thought to originate
from a reaction of Ti and electrolyte, initiating the electrolyte
decomposition (Han et al., 2017), and the AlF3 -coating may
also help to prevent this behavior. Further contributing to this
enhanced cycling stability may be the parasitic Al doping induced
by the coating, where the Al-O bond strengthens the MO6
octahedron (Huang et al., 2007).
Figure 3B compares the rate capabilities of the uncoated and
coated LTO. We note that our reported capacities are only for
the LTO content of the electrode. The uncoated LTO delivers
a capacity of 158, 154, and 146 mAh g−1 at a current density
of 0.2 C, 0.5 C, and 1 C, respectively, lower than those of the
AlF3 -coated LTO of 163, 158, and 156 mAh g−1 when the LTO
component is considered only, respectively. However, at larger
current densities of 2 C and 4 C, the AlF3 -coated LTO anode
delivers a capacity of 153 and 147 mAh g−1 (considering only
the LTO component), respectively, much higher than for the
uncoated LTO (122 and 90 mAh g−1 , respectively). The improved
rate capability of the AlF3 -coated LTO is ascribed to enhanced
ionic conductivity as a result of both the coating and Al doping
into the structure. We note that the capacity of both uncoated and
coated LTO recovered to almost their original value in the first ten
cycles at 0.2 C, of 157 and 143 (161 for only the LTO component)
mAh g−1 , respectively.
Figures 3C,D show the 1st, 50th, and 200th charge-discharge
curves of the uncoated and AlF3 -coated LTO at 1 C. In the 1st
cycle, the typical plateaus of LTO (∼1.6 V during charge and
∼1.4 V during discharge) are observed for both samples. The
AlF3 -coated LTO is found to have a lower degree of polarization
(0.17 V) than the uncoated LTO (0.25 V). Upon cycling, the
polarization of the uncoated LTO increases dramatically after 200
cycles, where the curve becomes distorted without recognizable
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FIGURE 3 | (A) Cycling performance and coulombic efficiency of LTO and AlF3 -coated LTO at 1 C up to 260 cycles; (B) rate performance of LTO and AlF3 -coated
LTO; 1st, 50th, and 200th charge-discharge curves of (C) LTO and (D) AlF3 -coated LTO at 1 C. The capacity of AlF3 -coated LTO sample is measured for the
composite, including electrochemically active LTO and inactive AlF3 .

FIGURE 4 | Contour plot of in-operando NPD data of the LNMO||LTO battery (A) for the first two cycles and (B) for the 51st cycle, and of the LNMO||AlF3 -coated LTO
battery (C) for the first two cycles and (D) for the 51st cycle, with intensity (arb.) shown in color with the scale and corresponding voltage curve on the right. LTO 222
and LNMO 222 as well as NMO 111 reflections are labeled.

corresponds to the changing population of lithium at these sites,
in addition to the repositioning of the O atom in response to
lithiation of the 16c site (Pang et al., 2014a,b). In the 51st cycle
the behavior of the LTO 222 reflection is reproduced, except the

state. This response is completely consistent with that previously
reported, where during lithiation lithium is transferred from
the 8a, through 32e, to the 16c crystallographic sites, and the
change in structure captured by the LTO 222 reflection position
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FIGURE 5 | Results of single peak fitting of the LTO 222 reflection in NPD data of the LNMO||LTO battery, including peak position and intensity for (A) the first two
cycles, and (B) the 51st cycle. Battery voltage and current are shown alongside.

FIGURE 6 | Results of single peak fitting of the LTO 222 reflection in NPD data of the LNMO||AlF3 -LTO battery, including peak position and intensity for (A) the first
two cycles, and (B) the 51st cycle. Battery voltage and current are shown alongside.

shift of the AlF3 -coated LTO 222 reflection during delithiation
exhibits two partially discernible stages for the 1st and 2nd
discharge, with this behavior becoming more pronounced in the
51st discharge (Figure 6B). The maximum difference in lattice
parameter during the 1st, 2nd, and 51st cycle for the coated and
uncoated LTO was calculated from the positional shift of the
LTO 222 reflection and is shown Table 3. These results clearly
show that the AlF3 coating alongside the parasitic doping of Al
that occurs reduces the overall LTO lattice change during battery
cycling.
The integrated intensity of the LTO 222 reflection is closely
associated with the amount of lithium residing at 8a and 16c,
as well as the 32e, crystallographic sites, as well as the position
of the oxygen responding to the changing lithium concentration
at these sites (Pang et al., 2014a). The intensity of this reflection
for both coated and uncoated samples increases during lithiation.
The anomalous shift in the LTO 222 reflection position just prior

transitions are less marked, suggesting some decay of electrode
function. Delithiation during discharge induces a relatively linear
shift in the LTO 222 reflection position to lower 2θ (expansion),
as consistent again with previous work and the known behavior
of the LTO electrode (Pang et al., 2014a,b).
The positional shift of the AlF3 -coated LTO 222 reflection
in the first and second cycles (Figure 6A) shows a similar
trend to that of the uncoated LTO, except the minor shift to
lower 2θ (expansion) prior to the end of lithiation is only
barely observable. The position shift of the AlF3 -coated LTO
222 reflection reaches a maximum plateau before the end of
lithiation, implying that the capacity of LTO in this battery
has not been fully delivered (Pang et al., 2014b). In the 51st
cycle (Figure 6B), the minor shift to lower 2θ just prior to the
fully charged battery state observed clearly in the 1st and 2nd
charge for the uncoated LTO, is just beginning to appear for
the coated LTO. In contrast to the uncoated LTO, the position
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Li is −1.9 fm. Hence, the migration of Al to the 16c site
is expected to reduce reflection intensity, consistent with a
premature finish of the lithiation, although it is difficult to
disentangle this effect from that of the O repositioning. A
premature completion of lithiation due to Al migration may
also explain the gradual increasing capacity observed for the
coated LTO-containing battery during cycling at 1 C in the
first 50 cycles (Figures S7c,d), where an activation process
enabling full capacity (∼175 mAh g−1 ) is correlated with
the slight shift to lower 2θ (expansion) near the end of
lithiation (just observable in the 51st cycle for the coated
LTO).
The evolution of LNMO counter electrode structure in the
LNMO||LTO and LNMO||AlF3 -coated LTO batteries is also
examined using single peak fitting of the LNMO 222 reflection
with results shown in Figures 7, 8. Our previous work (Pang
et al., 2014b) revealed that Fd3m LNMO undergoes a solidsolution reaction during the redox Ni2+ /Ni3+ reaction between
3.06 and 3.16 V vs. LTO with a lattice change associated with
lithium extraction and insertion. In the present work, we quantify
the rate of lithium extraction from the LNMO during the initial
charge process by the rate of change of the peak position (◦
per min) extracted from linear fitting of the time evolution
of the LNMO 222 reflection position (Figures S9, S10), with
the result given in Table 3. The LNMO delithiation rate in the
LNMO||LTO battery remains nearly unchanged for 50 cycles,
but increases gradually in the AlF3 -coated LTO battery. This
result implies that the AlF3 coating promotes faster lithium
transport between the electrodes, possibly via a protection
by the AlF3 of the LTO against both hydrofluoric acid and
deposition of Mn known to be released by the LNMO, a cause
of capacity fade in graphite counter electrodes (Tsunekawa et al.,
2002), and allowing the LNMO to continue lithiation/delithation
unhindered on continued cycling. We also note that the
LNMO||AlF3 -LTO battery, unlike the LNMO||LTO battery,
exhibits a capacity increase during cycling (see Figures S7c,d),
which indicates an increased availability of lithium to shuttle
between the electrodes. Table 3 shows the maximal change

to the maximum lithiated state is mimicked by the reflection
intensity, where a decrease followed by an increase just prior
to its maximum is observed. As consistent with the differences
in the trend of the LTO 222 reflection position between the
uncoated and coated LTO, the intensity change just prior to
maximum lithiation is also more pronounced in the uncoated
LTO, being hardly visible for the coated LTO. The evolution of
the LTO 222 reflection intensity also becomes less pronounced at
the 51st cycle, particularly for the uncoated LTO. Similar to the
evolution of the LTO 222 reflection position during delithiation,
the intensity evolution is more monotonic for the uncoated
sample and somewhat staged for the coated LTO in the 51st
cycle.
We note that in the AlF3 -coated LTO it may be possible for
Al3+ to migrate from the 16d site occupied by the Ti to the
16c site normally occupied by Li+ , resulting in different oxygen
repositioning known to occur for the undoped (uncoated) LTO.
Such effects may contribute to differences in both the LTO
222 reflection position and intensity evolution. The coherent
neutron-scattering length of Al is +3.4 fm, while that of

TABLE 3 | Comparison of maximum change of the coated and uncoated LTO
lattice parameter, as well as the corresponding rate of change and maximum
position change in the counter electrode LNMO 222 reflection position during the
charging solid-solution-reaction stage when cycling.
1st cycle

2nd cycle

51st cycle

Maximum lattice parameter change of LTO and AlF3 -coated LTO (%)
Uncoated LTO

0.044(1)

0.042(1)

0.040(1)

AlF3 -coated LTO

0.040(1)

0.037(1)

0.035(1)

Rate of change of LNMO 222 reflection position (o per min)
LNMO||LTO

0.001330(9)

0.001340(9)

0.001300(7)

LNMO||AlF3 -coated LTO

0.001200(7)

0.001370(9)

0.001440(1)

Maximum change of LNMO 222 reflection position (%)
LNMO||LTO

0.0045(1)

0.0040(1)

0.0033(2)

LNMO||AlF3 -coated LTO

0.0015(2)

0.0016(2)

0.0032(2)

FIGURE 7 | Results of single peak fitting of the LNMO 222 reflection of NPD data for the LNMO||LTO battery, including peak position and intensity, for (A) the first two
cycles, and (B) the 51st cycle. Battery voltage and current are also shown.
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FIGURE 8 | Results of single peak fitting of the LNMO 222 reflection of NPD data for the LNMO||AlF3 -LTO battery, including peak position and intensity, for (A) the first
two cycles, and (B) the 51st cycle. Battery voltage and current are also shown.

the AlF3 coating within the full battery configuration reveals
new insights into the mechanism of battery performance
enhancement.

of the LNMO 222 reflection position at different cycles in
the battery containing the coated and uncoated LTO. The
maximum positional change of the LNMO 222 reflection in
the LNMO||LTO battery decreases on cycling, while that in the
LNMO||AlF3 -LTO battery increases during cycling, consistent
with a higher reservoir of active lithium in the battery containing
the coated LTO. Further, this result is also corroborated by
the structural response of the LTO lattice parameter, where
the co-distribution of Li at 8a and 16c crystallographic sites
results in a lattice expansion followed by contraction during
lithiation, and therefore a lower maximal lattice change at
higher degree of lithiation (Pang et al., 2014a), evidencing higher
lithiation in both electrodes in the battery containing the coated
LTO.
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The effect of an AlF3 coating on LTO within a LTO||LNMO
battery on the performance and structural evolution of electrodes
was investigated by a combination of electrochemical testing
and in-operando neutron powder diffraction. The coating is
found to cause the doping of approximately 3% Al onto
the 16c crystallographic site of the disordered LTO phase
structure. Our examination of the structural response of LTO
and LNMO during battery cycling reveals that the AlF3 coating
alongside the induced parasitic doping of Al enhances capacity
of the LTO, and suppresses capacity decay in the battery. We
measure changes to the structural response of the LTO and
LNMO electrodes within the battery containing the coated
LTO that are consistent with a greater availability of lithium,
and an enhanced rate of lithium extraction from the LNMO
counter electrode during its solid-solution behavior on charge.
This work demonstrates the feasibility of an LNMO||AlF3 coated LTO full battery, and our study of the effect of
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